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Abstract--A geometrical problem is discussed whose solution shows a close analogy to the transformation 
of one allotropic crystalline form to another. 
From the viewpoint of classical crystallography the intrinsic structure of crystals may be considered 
as one of the most perfect physical embodiments of the concept of symmetry. However, since the 
discovery of the 230 crystallographic spacegroups, interest gradually shifted from static, ideal 
crystals to the changes and to various kinds of imperfections in crystals which often show a peculiar 
interplay of different symmetry elements. 
Griinbaum and Shephard [1, p. 52] pointed to "the mathematical analogue of the well-known 
physical effect of introducing a foreign atom into a crystal". In what follows we shall discuss a 
geometrical nalogue of another phenomenon: the transformation f a crystalline form to another. 
The process of transformation f ice into water belongs to highschool curriculum. It is less 
generally known that there are also phase transformations from solid to solid state. As an example 
we consider one of the most common metals: iron. 
Although in its appearance ommon iron seems to be amorphous, it consists of a conglomerate 
of microscopic rystals. Bigger iron crystals are rare. They come into being only under special 
conditions. Below a certain temperature to, which is approx. 906°C, the iron atoms are arranged 
in a body-centred cubic lattice [2]. What happens if we start slowly heating a piece of iron of 
temperature t < to? Reaching the temperature to the temperature stops to rise, but parts of the 
atoms tart o rearrange into a face-centred cubic lattice. Along with the energy transmitted in form 
of heat the number of the atoms in the new phase increases until all the atoms have rearranged, 
and the temperature continues to rise. 
The lattice structure of crystals is supposed to originate from the tendency of minimizing the 
energy due to the forces which interact between the atoms. However, we are immensely far from 
being able to solve such a minimum problem mathematically. Therefore, it seems to be of some 
importance to study simpler extremum problems concerning arrangements of a great number of 
points or sets of points which lead to lattices. Particular interest is due to the problem which we 
are going to discuss because of the close analogy between the solution and the state of 
transformation from one phase of a crystal into another: (i) the solution is composed of two lattices 
and (ii) depending on a parameter the proportion of the number of points contained in the two 
lattices changes, but the structure of the lattices remains unchanged. 
We stress that at this point the analogy breaks: the geometric problem has no sensible physical 
interpretation. 
We start our geometric consideration with the problem of the densest packing of equal circles. 
Roughly speaking, the problem is to accommodate in a "big" square, or in any other big 
"container" as many non-overlapping unit circles as possible. Since the exact solution depends on 
the shape and size of the container in an unmanageable way, we are interested only in the 
asympototic behaviour of the best arrangement i  the limiting case as the container goes over into 
the whole plane. The notion of the density of an infinite family of discs scattered in some way in 
the plane enables us to phrase the problem precisely. The density is defined by a limiting value 
which may be interpreted as the quotient of the total area of the discs and the area of the whole 
plane. (For the exact definition see Refs [3-5].) If no two discs overlap then the discs are said to 
form a packing. 
Now the problem is to find a packing of equal circular discs for which the density attains 
its maximum. A solution to this problem is given by the packing in which each circle is touched 
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Fig. 1. Arrangements of circles with prescribed ensity covering the greatest possible part of the plane. 
by six others [3, 6] [Fig. 1 (a)]. The density of this packing is equal to the area of a circle divided 
by the area of the circumscribed regular hexagon, i.e. n/x/12 "~',~ 0.907. We shall call this packing 
"the" solution to our problem, although there are infinitely many circle-packings with the same 
density containing irregularities analogous to those which occur in real crystals. 
A dual counterpart of the problem of the densest packing of circles is the problem of the thinnest 
covering of the plane with equal circles. A set of discs is said to form a covering if each point of 
the plane belongs to the interior or to the boundary of at least one disc. The problem is to find 
among all coverings with equal circles that one of minimal density. The covering shown by Fig. 1 (c) 
in which each circle is intersected by exactly six others at the vertices of a regular hexagon yields 
"the" solution to this problem [7]. The density of this covering equals the area of a circle divided 
by the area of the inscribed regular hexagon, i.e. 21t/x/-~ ~ 1.209. 
The problem of the densest circle-packing and the problem of the thinnest circle-covering can 
be united in one problem: distribute qual circles in the plane with a given density d so as to cover 
the greatest possible part of the plane. In order to formulate the problem exactly we first define 
the density of a point-set S similarly to the density of a set of discs. Intuitively speaking the density 
of S is the quotient of the area of S and the area of the plane. Now we define the covering measure 
6 of a set of discs as the density of the point-set union of the discs. The problem is to find the 
maximum A(d) of 6 for all sets of equal circles of density d. 
For d ~< re/x/J2 we can arrange the circles without overlapping, and for d/> 2n/x//~ so that 
they cover the plane completely. Therefore we have A(d) = d for d ~< rc/x//~, and A(d) = 1, for 
d 1> 27r/x/~. For n /x /~ < d < 2rt/x/~ the extremal arrangement arises by blowing up the circles 
in the densest packing concentrically [3] [Fig. l(b)]. The graph of A(d) is exhibited in Fig. 2. 
Now we consider the generalization of the last problem which arises by letting the part of the 
circles be played by translates of a centro-symmetric covex disc c. 
According to a remarkable theorem of Dowker [8], among the hexagons of least area containing 
c, there is one, say H, which is centro-symmetric. Similarly, among the hexagons of maximal area 
contained in c there is one, say h, which is centro-symmetric. On the other hand, it is known [3] 
that the densest packing of translates of c arises by tiling the plane with translates of H and 
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Fig. 2. Graph of the function A(d). 
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inscribing into each hexagon a translate of c. Similarly, the thinnest covering with translates of c 
arises by tiling the plane with translates of h and circumscribing about them translates of c. 
Therefore both in the densest packing and in the thinnest covering by translates of c the discs form 
a lattice. At first glance we would expect he same for the arrangements of translates of c with 
maximal covering measure for intermediate densities. A closer investigation [9] has revealed that 
this is not always so. 
We keep the notation A(d) used in the case of circles for the maximum of the covering measure 
extended over all sets of translates of c of density d. We shall give an explicite formula for A(d) 
in terms of a function associated with c. 
Let c be of unit area. Let Z = Z(x) be a centro-symmetric hexagon of area x which covers the 
greatest possible part of c. Let a(x) be the area of the intersection Z U c. 
If c is a circle then Z is a regular hexagon concentric with c, and the function a(x) is concave. 
However, there are centrally symmetrical convex discs for which a(x) is not concave [10]. Let a(x) 
be the least concave function not less than a(x). The solution to our problem is substantially given 
by the theorem which claims that 
A(d) = d&(1/d). (1) 
This theorem states, on the one hand, that the covering measure of any set of translates of c 
of density d is at most dd(l/d), on the other hand, that there is a set of translates of c with density 
d and covering measure d&(1/d). The first statement follows from Theorem 1 in Ref. [9] and from 
the fact that for those values x for which a(x)= &(x) there is a centro-symmetric hexagon X of 
area x concentric with c such that Z U c has area a(x). This last proposition can be proved similarly 
as Lemma 1 in Ref. [9]. 
In order to construct a set of translates of c of density d and covering measure A(d) observe that 
tiling with translates of Z generates a lattice A of translates of c with density d = l/x and covering 
measure & = a(x)/x = da(1/d). 
Let us first consider the case when a(1/d)= a(1/d). Now we have, according to equation (1), 
= A(d), which means that the lattice A represents the extremal arrangement. 
Let us now suppose that a(1/d)< &(l/d). Then there is an interval (x~, x2) containing 1/d in 
which d(x) is linear and a(x~) = d(x~), i = 1, 2. Now we can construct two lattices Ai with densities 
d~ = l/x~ and covering measures 6~ = d~a(1/d~). The optimal arrangement will be obtained by a 
suitable combination of A1 and A2. 
Let pl and /~2 be positive numbers such that /~t+/~2= 1 and l/d=#t/d~ +#2/d2. Then 
a( l /d)  =lJ~a(l/d,)+~t2a(1/d2). We divide the plane into two parts E~ and E: satisfying the 
following conditions: (i) The density of E~ is equal to dl~dd~. (ii) The density of the parallel set of 
the common boundary of E~ and E2 at distance 1 is equal to zero. [The parallel set of a pointset 
S at distance r is the union of all points whose distance from a point of S is at most r. It is not 
difficult to show that if the density d(S, r) of a parallel set of a set S at some distance r is zero 
then so is d(S, x) for any positive x.] 
The above conditions are obviously fulfilled if, e.g. El and E 2 are complementary angular egions 
of angles 2ndlal/d 1and 2~dlJ2/d2. 
Condition (ii) implies that the density of the set of those discs of Ai which intersect the common 
boundary of E~ and E2 is equal to zero. It follows that the set Si of those discs of At which lie in 
E~ has density di" d#dd~ and covering measure d~a(1/di)" d#i/di. Therefore, the set S = Sl U $2 which 
consists of the discs of Si and the discs of S: has density d, "d#l/d, + d2"d#2/d: = d and covering 
measure d~a(1/d~), dl~l/dl + d2a(I/d2)'dl~2/d2 = dd(l/d). Referring again to equation (1) we see that 
the maximal covering measure is attained by S. 
We recapitulate the case when the centro-symmetric convex disc c is such that the function a(x) 
is not concave. Then for a value d such that a(1/d) < dO~d) the arrangement of translates of c of 
density d with maximal covering measure can be described as follows. We superimpose two different 
lattices A~ and A2 of translates of c, divide the plane under certain conditions into two parts E~ 
and E2, and take the union of those discs of A~ which lie in El and those discs of A2 which lie 
in E2. 
Along with d the frontier between Ej and E2 varies. Condition (ii) allows the frontier to imitate 
various kinds of "interfaces" between two crystalline phases and their motions. 
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Fig. 3. Triangles crossing each other. 
Finally we note that the theorem expressed by equation (1) holds under much more general 
conditions. We say that two convex discs cross if removing their intersection causes both discs to 
fall into disjoint components (Fig. 3). Instead of translates of  c we can consider congruent copies 
of  c no two of  which cross each other. Then the parallel orientation of  the discs automatically 
ensues by the requirement of  maximizing the covering measure [9]. (Probably the condition that 
the discs are not allowed to cross is also superfluous, but it plays a central part in the proof, and 
so far we didn't succeed to get rid of  it.) 
Under the above more general condition, the discs in the extremal arrangement needn't be all 
translates of  each other. In each connected component of  Em and E2 the discs belong to a lattice 
congruent o, but not necessarily identical with Am and Az, respectively. This makes the analogy 
between our problem and the phase transformation of  crystals even closer. 
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